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Let Hn be the Siegel upperhalf space of degree n, that is, H=
may be
{z e M(C) lz=z, o,zO}. Then the classical theta
regarded as a function of (z, k’, k", x) on H X R R C n. Now we introduce a complex variable k=zk’+t", and after a minor modification of
0
k" (zlx), we define a new series O(z, k, z), which represents a holomorphie
function on the space H C C whose second factor C will be regarded

8[k:,](z[x)

as the dual space of the third factor C in a natural way. This new function 9(z, k, x) substitutes for the classical theta and sometimes has an advantage because o its complex analyticity. For instance, using this function
we can explicitly write down a theta function whose divisor is the Poincar
divisor.
1. The dual lattice. Let (E, G) be a pair of n-dimensional C-vector
space E and a lattice subgroup G. Assume that the quotient E/G is an
abelian variety, or equivalently that there are a C-basis (e,
e) and
an R-basis (,..., n) Of E such that (,..., n)=(e,..., e)(z ln) with a
matrix z in the Siegel upperhalf space H and the identity n-matrix
(which is sometimes denoted simply by 1), and that G is generated by
(e,..., e)(z e) with an (n n)-matrix e having Z-coefficients and det e=/=0.
Under this C-basis, E is identified with C and G is generated by the column

...,

,,

=z

and
vectors of ( e), denoted by
e). he R-coordinates x=
x"e R ot a point x e C under the latter basis are determined by x=
(z l)x zx’ + x".
The classical theta series O [|k |(z Ix)is defined by

,

where (z, k’, k", x) are variables on H,RnRC
(z 1) s" s’, s"Z’,
we have
e

,

and for each s=

(s’) k’

8[ l(zl x+s)=9[k’ l(zlx)e(-ts’x-1--’s’zs’-k"s’+ ’k’s")
Lk"J
2
Lk"J

which suggests that

k’]

should be regarded as the R-coordinates of a

,

point of the dual space / Hom (E, C) /Homc (E, C) of E C which is
naturally identified with Hom (E, R) by the restriction of the projection
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(E, C)-+/. On the other hand the space/ is also isomorphic
" HomHomc
(E, C) of anti-linear forms on E by 2/-1 times the pro-

to the space

jection, and accordingly has a structure of n-dimensional C-vector space.
These two identifications of/ with Home (E, C) and with Hom (E, R)
give rise to the two bilinear orms on E E,
a sesuilinear one [., .]" E
>C,
and
an R-bilinear one I(., .)" E R
satisfying I(x, k)[x, k] or (x, k) e E
Now, let (el,’- ", e) be the C-basis o dual to (,
) with respect
to [., .], and (,
n) the R-basis dual to (,
) with respect to
I(., .). Then we have

.

...,

...,

...,

(,,..., )= (, ..., )( z)-(- z).
(+,..., n,--,’" ",--) and (e,..., e)(Jz)

We take

coordinate vectors on

=(n+

,

",

1,

or

respectively, and write,

2n, 1,

"’’,

--n)

,’

,,

:(1,

e

"’’,

-

as R- and C-

n)( Z) -1,

he space
is identified
and "e R with =(z 1) k"
wih C under this C-coordinate system. Using these notation we have
[z, ] =( z)-,
and
I(z, )=--’"+
(1.1) Let a= (z e) ge a lattice subgrou of N. hen the lattice sugrou of dual o a is defined by
d={k e I(s, k) e Z for any s e G}
=ize 1}={zq’+q"q’ e e-Z q" e Z}.
2. The function 3(z, k, x).
E is
Definition (2.0). A holomorphic unction 3(z, k, x) on H
defined by

where

eC

-

3(z, k, x)=

ez

,

e(-t(r/z-k+z-lx)z(r/z-k+z-x))

This function actually depends only on (z, k + x).
(2.1) For a fixed z, the unction 8(z, k, x) satisfies the relation" for

q=(z 1)

(q’

=(zte

-

s=(z 1) s" =(z e
$(z, k + q, x + s)

1)q,], qt:t e

lq e e 1Zn (or

,, =s0eZ n,

(

q0

e Zn),

=eSo eeZ (or,so e

at’ q’ e Z

and

)

zl(q" +s")z- (q,, + s,,) + q’q")

=$(z,k+zq’,x)e t(q"+s’)z-(k+x)+
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Proof. In fact,
3(z,k+q,x+s)=

e
rZn

1 (r+z- lk q’
+ +z-’ q,, +z-x+ s’ +z -’s")

"-

-

s’)),

z(r+ z k+ q’+ z-’q"+ z-x+ s’+ z(applying the substituion of r+ s’ by r, and the congruence equality ts"q’--O
modZ,)
fez.

e( ’(r+z-(k+zq’)+z-lx)z(r+z-(lc+zq’)+z-x)
,,

1

+t(q"+s")(r+z-k+q’+z-x)+- (q +s")z- (q" + s")
1 ,,(q ,, +s")z- (q" s")
--O(z, k+zq’, x)e(t(q"+s")z-l(k+x)++ + q’q")
(2.2) The function 3(z, k, x)of kx is periodic with period

()

a theta function with respect to the period matrix

zZn].

and

( ]0 0z 1,0)

For q =zq’ + q" and s=zs’ + s" with q’, q", s’, s" e Z ", we have
3(z, k+q, x+s)=O(z, k, x)e t(q"+s")z-(k+x)q---- (q + z-(q"+s ’’)

2

and the similar formula for O(z, k+ q, x).
According to these formulas we know that or fixed z, k, k, the following three conditions for the two theta functions O(z, k, x), i= 1, 2, of x
with respect to (z 1} are equivalent:

(a) k-=kmod(z 1}.
(b) The two theta functions $(z, k, x) and 9(z, k, x) coincide up to a
trivial theta function factor.
(c) The two theta functions 9(z, k, x) and 9(z, k, x) are of the same
type up to a factor of a trivial theta function.
The statement obtained by exchanging x and k in the above is obviously
true, and we get
Proposition (2.3). The theta function 3(z, k, x) determines the Poincar6
divisor on the product of the abelian variety Cn/(Z 1} and its dual cn/(z 1}.
3. The function e(Z, k,
Notation. Let e be a matrix as above, let be the smallest positive
integer such that e e M(n, Z), and let U(’e) be a complete set of representatives of te- zn rood Z.
Definition (3.0). A holomorphie function r;e(Z, k, x) on H,, C" C is

-

defined by

,(z, k, x)=

p’ U(te)

(z, k + zp’, x)((z, k + zp’, 0))

-.
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The function ](z, k, x) is well-defined, that is, independent of the choice of
the representatives U(e). (See (2.2).)
(3.1) Let q and s be as in (2.1). Then
ri(z, k + q, x + s)
tqz-q__tqz-8

1

+-5tsz_ 18)
k, X) |qo’|

e

-- I(
1),
z

Is’/ o ezo
L Lez

k
x

|q;’|

z

-

0

1/2-

|q;’|/

\ S’o’/ 1/2 tez- 0 1/2 tez-e/ \ sg’//
Thus the function re(Z, k, x) is a theta function of variables (k, x) of type
10
(B,m), f,
thatis,
0 z

((z

-

Oe)lh’

the theta factor part in the above

(

2

s

[qg

t[q;
1 q’i

x

s

s

[qg

t__qg’

(q))

where
h

B=

\(5z)

se-

oo
0

z)-’)" f=-h+2f:-(z-1Z- z-)

(
(5z)

(( z)-’
1

oil

Z

m=0 and l=0.

0 te
the formula (2.1) to our case we have the first equalApplying
Proof.
ity, and can directly check the other parts.
(3.2) If we put q’=q"=0 in the above equality, then for s=

(z, k, x+s)=(z, k,

x)e(s"z- s" + (k + x)z- s’’)

(q’)

In the same way, for q=(z 1) q,, e

,

q’ e e-

e

(z, k + q, x) =e(Z, k, x)e(q"z-q" + (k + x)z-q"/

=(z, k,

x)e(eeq"z-k +-eq"z-q"--I(x, q)+ tx"z-q).

Proof. These are special cases of the ormula (3.1) and
to remark

we have only
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and
txz-lq"= -tx"q’ nu tx’q" q- tX"z-lq--- --I(x, q)q- tx"z-lq.
For a fixed (z, k), the function V(z, k, x) of x is a theta function with
respect to (z e}. The first formula in (3.2) says that if two theta functions
e(Z, k, X) and e(Z, k, x) are of the same type up to a factor of a trivial
theta function, then k--k e (ze 1}, and the second formula says that if
k--k e (ze 1), then (z, lc, x) is the product of e(Z, k, X) nd a certain
trivial theta. The similar statement for the function e(Z, k, x)Of k naturally holds true. Thus, we have
Theorem (3.3). For fixed z and e, the holomorphic function e(z, k, x)
x) on Cn C is a theta function with respect to the lattice group
(k,
of
-1
(zte 1} (z e}. The two abelian varieties cn/(z e} and cn/(zte -1
are dual to each other, and the divisor X of e(Z, k, x) on the product of the
two varieties is a corresponding Poincar divisor.
Note (3.4). If we are just interested in theta unctions with the
Poincar divisor on cn/(zte -1 --1} Cn/(z e}, it is easily seen that the unc-

-

-

tions

O[ Oo ](Zit+x) and
p’

stand, respectively,

U (te)

or the above 0(z, k, x) and ]e(z, k, x).
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